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Introduction

p

The purpose of the paper is two-fold. In the first part we describe

the'generation of the electrocardiogram from a biophysical (bioengirieeriug).'

standpoint. In the'second part we utilite this information to discuss' its

application to clinical instruction on electrocardiography. An important

,

'objective is to illustrate the educatiOnal contribution of biomedical.

engineering to the life sciences with.regard to a basically

"engineering" process..

ElectrocardiographicBiophysics

The basic structure ofthe hear; is that of a stratified spiral-like

configuration of muscle fibers circumscribing the. two ventricular cavities.'
;

On a microscopic level the individual cells are arranged in a bricklike

matrix. When a cell is activated it contributes a current density field

throughout the entire body. That is, the, -body behaves as a passive volume
a

conductor with the cell a source of emf. The electrical events give ribe
ti

to contraction of the muscle so that the former May be diagnostic of'pumping

/ capability; hence, the interest in the electrical activityof the heart.
f

Since electrical events in nerve and muscle involve frequencies under

10,000 Ht the response of body tissue to endogenous currents can be examined

. 1 .
.

through, the Application of a.c. signals'over%the range Os- 10,000 Hz.

.. .

Experimental results show it to be linear and resistive. FurtherMore, for
4!

(P CS 4 W.
r ' ). \

, usual:
oi

AimenSibue and ttlisgimiting ftequeney, propagation effects. can-be
_ .

ignored 'Consequently quasi-static lormulationsopply. Tw16...Apprtant con- 14Nor

elusions are.- (1) that at any instant of time the'current field resulting .
4 4
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%/ from many sctivecardiac cells can be found by'superposition, and (2) that
, '-\

,,,..,

,-
.

the current field of a single cell.caa be found as a,solution to Laplade's .

, __

1
equation, subject to the houndary 'conditions imposed by the\cell and Its

environment:

. t

lk

With the' latter conclusion in mind, consider the single cell, illustrated

0

it Figure 1, We assume this cell to'be lyin3 in a uniform volume conductor

no. 1Ifho single cell in a volume conductor. The positivo surface normal and positive
transmcmbrano parent aro outward. Tho transmembra potential Vm equals tho
intracellularsurface potential rolativo to tho extracellu r surfaco potential; that is

4

of ilnfiniteextent of conductivity.ctivity. a and whose'cytoblasmic conductivity is
41* -

a
i
and with the potentials 0

o
just outside and 0

i
just inside the bdunding

. .

membrane. Now a ch*acteristic of an active celkit that Oi - 00 = Vm,(the
tF

transmembrane potential)-must be non -zero and, in fattp.a4function positioh
t

on the call surface. Since biological membranes are very thin they may be

.. . .

.

considered as mathemaficpl.sUrfaceS So that regarding the potential field"

0 we mgtrhave

V 0 = (0 satisfies Laplace4s equation ev erywhere.)

A

(1)

0i 0
6

V
m

0 (Over the membrane surface S, 0 is discontinuous.) (2)
1

at 90
a "--- a

o
--II (continuity Of current across the membrane) (3)

an

J aE -aVO (Ohms' Lam in differential form).

fi
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In the above, n is,the outwar&normal to the
's.

T = a0. Then

cell surface. Now' define

(everywhere) (4)

- (5)

atyi

an

IV

o
---- (on S)'
an

From potential theory the function T satisfying the above

(solution to-Laplaco.'s equa

tinuity over the surface S).

S, namely,
/

I

(6)

conditions

tion; continuous.derivativ7. everywhere, discon=

must be relatd to the discontinui ty over

)

1 r a(1/0,
r-47 j

(T
Ti) dS

where r is the distance from the

for 0 gives

. 41
, a(l/a r)

dS
a o i

and

(8)

(7)

source point to the field point, Solving
. ,

(8 )

o takes the'value'a
1
\or internal and a

o
for external fields, .Equation

permits, in principle, the determination of the electric field (hence

the current field) from knowledge of,the cellular conditions. The source.,,

in engineering_tarms, is described as a double layer ((tipple Moment per unit

area) function lying in the membrane, oriented along the outward normal, and
JO'

of strength (anOnajOil.

A determination of t he double layer sour ce for a cardiac cell from the '

4-

biophysiOs of cell membrane prOcesses is nqt possible withthe current knowledge

Q
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of the field. 'In fact, spatial measurements of the' electrical potential over
1;,

a cell's'surface haVe never been made. However, macroscopic measurements

of fields within the heart muscle suggest that the sum effect of such,

t,
double layers of many Calls is itself a uniform electromotive (double-

.

layer) surface which propagates uniformlyfrom the inner to outer wall'of

.449 heart (roughly). If one imagines that excitation can I frAely pats 'front

one cell to those adjoining it, as if,there were intercellular contacts

that permitted unimpeded flow of current between 'cells, then thedouble

101

S

. layer source of individtal cells could combine to produce such an electro-

motive surface. In fact, utilizing a freelyintgraCting model, one predicts

the resultant electromotive surface'to have a-finite thickness and,for it

to consistof a dipole moment density that varies as an error function, and

. this consistent; with the macroscopic measurements. Unfortunately, t4is
4-

model is'not completely consistent with known histology. The basid process

of spread of activation as ayiVelike phenomenon is, at least; an experimental

.fact, Theabcation of Mich surfaces at'successive instants of time 'has been
,,

determined from recordings from multiple-electrode needles inserted into the
.- 61 .

beating heart. An experimentLal determination-shown in ,cross- section for the

human heart is illustrated in Figure.
.

%

e From an engineering standpoint, one.should be able to evaluate the current
- 4 ..,

field in.the torso at some instant of time,*given the geomdtty of the activation

surface(s) at that moment and the ggometry, and conductivity of all elementp
* . A '

,
. ,.

making:up'the volmme conductot ofotkp body. The effects of inhomoieneities
. ,

, 0.rotz

can in fact; be considered by applying equatiqns (4)
1

- (6) at each interface
'x

between regions of different conductivity -- in which case one can confirm that,

A

44
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APEX
FIGURE 2 Isochwnous lines of activation of the hiiman heart. (From Duffer, D. et al., Total excitation of the human
heart, eircutation,,4 I, 899, 1970).

,,

due 4 Sjo surface , apotential field

I D(1/0
j 47ra

f 0 (a" )

an

results. In this equation err

4

(s)

is the conductivity on one sidedand al that
J

on the other side Of.the interface while nis oriented from prime to double

PrimeTegion: The effect of the discontinuity in conductivity is the intro-

duatiOn of secondary double layer sources of Strength'Apportional to the
'w

potential times the discontinuityin conductivity. An important such
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discontinuity is that at,the torso surface, since this is an interface

2
. with the external.(totally.non-conducting) surroundings.

Although there are gaps in,our knowledge, the aforementioned descrip-

tion of the generation of the electrocardiogram (the 7forward problem") -

'.is reas nably well understood. -While thisNmatter is of great.interekto

the card ac physiologist and of indirect interest to the cardiologist, it

does not/exactly address'the problems'of the latter. For the clinician,
. ,

4
the electrocardiogram is the "given" infotmation and it is the sources in

the heart which must be determlted therefrom (the "inverse problem")..

Unfortunately, more than one solirce can .(theoretically) give rise to the

,sine electrocardidiram.po that the inverse problem is ambiguous. And, for

a given signal-to-noise ratio, the ambiguity is further increased. ,Much,

present effort is being directed to a study of this problem. If one is

content to determine the net activity in a limited number of zones of the

heart, and if one imposes Nom the outset some physiological constraints

(e.g., activation surfaces are directed outward irom the heart), then some

limited succesvican be obtained. But more work is needed to sharpen oyr
...

'quantitative understanding of the capabilities and liMitations of such
t

multiple'source inverse electrocardiography.

Simplifications .and Approximations,

The inverse problem can be simplified immeasurably if!bne is willing

to make twp assumptions. The first ls that the torso is homogeneous.' The

second is to ignore the distributinn of dipole elements in the activation

surfaces and consider the generator as the vector sum of all momentarily

8
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existing dOude layers,'that is, as a single dipolp (Whosecitientation

and'magnitude is free to vary as a function of the progressing activity).

In this'case a simple relationship exists between the heart dipole

source (call it R) and the voltage, measured between two points '(say .a and

b) on the body surface (
'Vab).

For suppose that R.= lax (unit magnitude

in the x direction) produced a voltau 1Z in "leads" (a,b), and R =

_
a voltagelY' andli=laz a-voltagelz.Then,.bacause the medium is

',

.,

x
a
x y y z

a
z' 11 . , (/

linear whenHelh +h a +-h-,.

...
1

. L,

V ,=h1 thl' ti-h 1.z (10)ab xx yy z
1

Since this is in the form of ea vector dot product one can write simply

.

dab r= R . E (11)
.

where

E = iXaX -+ a
y y zz (12)

The.vector L.'s known as the lead vector and it-is a*property of the lead

(i.e., electrode pair a,b) location as well as the heart vector locat

:it is a property of the geomdtry. One can measure lead vectors using

electrolytic tank the shape or the torso.

From three independent eado (three independent voltage measurement

the'unknown, but desired, he rt vector components (h
x, hy'

h
z
) can be fou

Special leads can be located or Oihstructed by linear combination) such t a

41°,,, ax, L2 m= ay,13 r az and hese constitute at orthogonal lead, system

the components of H are then obtaippd directly. Since the heart vector is,

\
in fact, a distribution of dipole elements. it is desirable that the lead
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1 x be independent of.position.of the dipole source within the region

of the heart. This criterion can be satisfiedonly approximately with

practical leads. Several clinical systois of "vectorcardiographic" leads

are in use today and they includathe Wee-Parangao, Frank, SVEC III,.

cube, and tetrahedron.

Most clinical electrocardiograms are bbtained 14lose lead

vectors have not been optimally chosen but have been adopted out of

historical precedents.i The lead formed 'from the left arm (left wrist

is roughly at.the same poteniial'and electrodes are easier to attach at

this point) relative to the right arm is V
I

and 'the lead vector turns out
.

1

.
(from torso tank studies):to be roughly along the anatomical direction

from right '(arm) to left (arm). his corresponds to the vectorcardiographic

x direc4on.. The"precordial lead" formed from an.electrode in the fourth.

interspace just to the left or Ow sternum relative to a reference elenkle

derived from the mean potential of left and right arms and left leg (the 4

Wilson central terminal). is
V2 . It its roughly in theanterior-potiite

direction which is the vectorcardiographicz
*axis. V a'precordial lead .

from the fifth interspace and anterior axillary'llne relative to the Central

terminal is another'x'lead. The left foot relative to the central terminal
°

corresponds to a superior - interior, or y-oriented, lead vector. In this

way'the/scalar leads of conVentional electrocardiography can be put into a
y

more contemporary 'form as # tuting an uncorrected (with regard tcrmaogni-;

tude) but roughly orthogonal eha system permitting some quantitative
. ..

. stat ments..aboutzhe heart .4/pc or.i One major difficulty with'veCtorcardio-:

graphi use of the ECG is that Unica records. are frequently, taken sequdn-
.

litany thus permitting only g sses,regarding isochionous events.'

0



The lead vectdise,Forresponding to left and right arms (V
I
),left leg

and left arm (VIII) ,and lett leg and right arm a(VII) were considered to fofm

an equilateral triangle (Einthoven triangle). From torso tank experiments

the triangle lb seen to deviatesconsiderably from this ideal! There is, of

course, no reason to expect the lead vector to correspond.to the vector

joining lead locations -- in fact, the magnitude of the lead vector depends

on the relative location Of the source.

The above details are set id'
4
tilt-larger electrocardiographic process.

This begins with the automatic depolarization of cellis in the heart's S.

node until heir threshold is reached. A consequence of ;their firing is the

initiation of local currents which cause the activation of adjacent cells so

that.the process spreads throughout both atria. Special conducting cells

(tracts). convey the activity to the AV node (the sole interconnectingilink

with the ventricles). Activity passes into the specialized conduction'

tissue of the common bundle and emerges, considerably delayed, in the ven-

tricular septum thence.to follow righteand left bundles, and finally ,to

reach the inner surface of the right and left free walls, as well as.tho744

septum, via Ithe arborized Punkinje tissue. This initiates the activation

of the ventric4ar walls and septum and gives rise to the activation wave

already commented on. The temporal sequence of events is quite definite

physiologically and the surface electrocardiogram reflects this. Thusr as

illustrated in Figure 3, the P, QRS, and T waves are reliable features

which characterize atrial and ventricular activity and ventricular recovery,

respectively. Their. time intervals and durations are relatively easy to

1 1



PR
interval

(0.16 sec)
QRS complex

(0.15 see)

--ST
segment

-4 (0.15 sec)

or interval
(0.30 sec)

Fig. 3 Significant features of standard (ccalar) electrocardiogram.

measure and, when outside the normal range, are amenable to straightforward

explanations based on the normal pattern described above.

The Clinic4Electrocardiogrant

While it is not the* purpose of this paper to consider clinical dlagnOsiL

of electrocarrdiograms we do wish to consider how the above material'can be

presented'as useful bac- kground forsuch clinicallseudies. The description of

the heart as a complex source is not useful since we do not yet have the tools

to evaluate it in inverse electrocardiography.' However, the single heart

vector (heart dipole) is realizable and this should'(and do6s) form the basis

for clinical 'treatments.'
By heart vector we mean a single dipole with a certain orientationv and

strength. The nature of a dipole source in an unbounded region can be

dasciiVed by a graphical presentation of its current flow add, as shown in

Figure 4. This is useful or a graphical appreciation of the aipole field.

12
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Al.4. ;dry cell 'battery' is submerged in a conducting fluid. Current flouts out.of the
positve terminal and returns to the negative terminal along the paths shown. The vector
(he y arrow) shows the orientation of the battery and, correspondingli,r the field: Under
th e conditions, since the battery provides a source-sink cbrithination%it is characterized
as a dipole. The vector representing this '(dipole) property.of the t4tteryhas 2Eientation
(tromn nega ive to positive within the battery) and magnitude (strength of the dipole related

/to the batt ry emf). Several interrupted lines of equipotentiali and their relative values,
are shown. t,

This ph leaf,example is analogous to theelectratardiographic situation:fa the ,atter
case, the act ve muscle in the heart constitutes thi dipole generator: current floWs away
from the positive region (leaves the hekt) into the torso volume conductor and returns to-
the negative region of the heart. Since the region of activity shifts' from moment to moment,
thc dipole characterizing it is continually changing orientation and magnitude, the current
flow field and associated surface potentials change concomitantly.

4,-, .nation of the lead vector is intuitive and serves as a.basis

t interpretation of the voltage recorded by any single lead and its .rel
,

.1

ionship to theheart vec-tor-. -The-locus of the-
'0 heart-vecto-r-ls---the vector,/

*oop which is,

A.s practice in construction of lead voltageg 401t4, known heart vector (or

.

in fact, the goal of 'conventional inverse ele6 roCardiography.

Vides.versa) such construction

,
voltage is the thit'product of

` -"-

as shown $.n1;;Fighte-3 is useful. That the lead

heart veqdr 44 ad vector _leads to discussion



"Fig. 5 (Legend) .In (a) several successive heart vectors are depicted as-well
as the locus of the tip of 'the heart vector.(b) the vector loop alone Is shown,
the arrows indicate -the2ixee-t-ion of inscription. The heart vector at the
instant ta is drawn from the origin.to the point corresponding to ta. (c)
Electronically the- vectorcaidiogram can be blanked at regular intervals (normally
.002 seconds apart) for timing purposes. In addition each segment is given a
teardrop. shape by'erecttonic means 'insciption being reeaied-in this way (from
pointed .to blunt end). (d) The voltage that would be measured by an x or z

directed lead is the projection of the loop (the heart vector, actually) on the
lead lector OX or 02.as a function of time. Point 1 is the beginning (see (b)).
At point (2) the 'heart vector is directed to the right, cohsewent4 the
prOjectiOn on x is maximally negative while there.is zero projection on z.
At point (3) the heart vector is in the .anterior direction so'that Oz is
potitiye while OX is:zero.' At 4 the maximum positive proje4ion on.Z as-reached
while the x voltage is still increasing. At 5 the x coMpOnent is maximum
positive (vector to.the left) and, no z voltage is attained. At (6) the x 6

voltage is reduced while the z voltage is maximally hogative.

of vector projection. Explanations for positive or negative going voltages

can be given terms=of the necessary orientation of the heart vector.

At this point it is useful to review the normal activation sequence.

Excitation begint on both sep.tal surfaces although a bit earlier in the left.

,
14



Thus, within the 'Septum; activation (hence dipole surfacecrientation)

from both right tai
.

is left to ,right.

left and' left to right exists, but the predominance

(This.means that the net heart vector should have

negative x component, initially.) The activity starts about two thirds

of° the distanc%. dOwn the septum, near the termination of the right and -

-

left septal bundles (consisteht with the *nown.anatomy).' After,septal,

,excitation has begun, activity moves out to the inside of the freewall

and to the apices (via the Purkinje sydtem).. Orr the right side this is

mainly anterior-, following the Purkinje spread, whereas on the left it is

both anterior and posterior. The septaltactiiity spreads slowly upthe

septum. The first large mass of ventricular tissue to be depolarized,
-

following the'SeptUm,-isthe inferior, anterior leftward portion of t1ie

rght ventricle. Although poSteltiorspread
\
in the left ventricle la4gins

'relatively early, mast of the posteridr left ventricle remains td le-

depolarized after apical depolarization is completed; Aftet.:the apical .

Mycicardium. has been excited mud' of tht remainder of the excitation wave
.

. . .

. ..'

.

.

is outward. The lateral walls of the right ventricle are-depoIariZO
. . . , .

ahead of the thicker left ventiicle. .The final areas to be activated are

the posterior left ventricle, the posterior-basal left ventricle and the

supetior septUm.,

From this electrophysiological picture the normal lOcus-af heart

vector can be roughly correlated With-the underlying double layer sources.

In this way vettorcardiographic interpretation need not be entirely empirical
1

but can rest on a realistic physidlogical picture. The consideration of a

net heart:vector as the resultant of separate vec -tor. activity in the right

15
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and left ventricles is an approximation since the vector regidils are

clearly separated and not at the same point...This .the basis of the

approximate nature of.the dipole repreSentatiodof heart activity and

important to point out (It explains the non-dipOlarity;of theheart.,

particularly n 'ceable in mid-ORS). The mechanical countarpart of a

'force couple applied to a rigid body ylields.a net zeroresultant force;

but, nevertheless, a torque exists. This has its counterpart when suMming
.

.isolated activation vectors in the heart to produse a net heart vector, a

process that ignores the higher order moments that can- significantly contri
, -

bute to the electrocardiogram.

nature of lead vectors -- their approx mate relationship to the

physical location of electrodes -- can be explained. It can then be

pointed out that the Einthoven triangle (see. Figure 7) is, indeed, an

idealization. The actual lead vectors arising from electolytic tank

studies can be provided as a contrast -- as we showin Figure 6. \Inthis

way some further appreciation of care in the interpretation of the vector

loop can be introduced.

Electrocardiography has prove&its value as at empirical tool. Bio-
.,

physical studies in electrocardiography have as their goal the development

} of increased diagnostic capabilitieth sing sophisticated engineering techniques..

Some ot these developments and concepts are useful to the framework of

clinical electrocardiography, as we have attempted to,point out in this paper.f

1'6
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6 Burger triangle, sCatene

Figure 6. The Burger triangle.
The sides of this triangle are
the lead-vectors for VI, V

II'
V
III'

as determined from an
electrolytic tank measurement.
The triangle, actually, is not
in the frontal plane. °

1
7 Einthoven triangle, equdaieral

.FigUre 7. The Einthoven triangle.
This is an ideilized equilateral
triangle coMposed of the lead
vectors of the limb leach:.

1 .
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